
XPC SB95P v2: The world’s first Intel 925XE SFF

With wicked-fast 1066MHz FSB, dual-chan-
nel 533MHz DDR2 housed in the phenomenal 
P-Series chassis

(Taipei, Taiwan — January 6, 2005) Shuttle Inc, a leading designer 
and manufacturer of small form factor (SFF) computers and acces-
sories, today introduces the XPC SB95P v2, the world’s first SFF 
computer based on the best-of-class Intel® 925XE chipset. Featur-
ing support for wicked-fast 1066MHz Pentium® 4 CPUs, x16 PCI 
E graphics cards and next generation dual-channel 533MHz DDR2 
memory, the XPC SB95P v2 defines computing on the edge.

“The increasing affordability of next-gen DDR2 memory means migrating your game play to the 
bleeding edge isn’t just practical, it’s a necessity,” said Ken Huang, vice president, marketing.

Featuring Shuttle’s phenomenal “P” series chassis, the XPC SB95P v2 delivers integrated RAID (0, 
1) functionality and bays for three 3.5-inch hard disk drives (toolless installation). Further, with Intel’s 
Matrix Storage Technology, High Definition Audio (7.1 channel) and next-gen PCI Express x1 I/O 
architecture, as well as a full palette of integrated I/O ports, users get a superbly functional solution 
right out-of-the-box.

With advanced PCI Express graphics boards, and 3.8GHz and beyond Intel® Pentium® 4 proces-
sors in mind, Shuttle has completely re-engineered its platform-defining “Super Quiet, Super Cool” 
Silent X technologies. Integrated 4G ICE technology, Silent X PSU and advanced airflow dynamics 
help make the XPC SB95P v2 the most-advanced SFF computer available.

Shuttle has once again raised the SFF performance bar while simultaneously refining ergonomics 
and style with the introduction of the XPC SB95P v2. Contact your local “Powered by Shuttle” autho-
rized reseller for XPC SB95P v2 product, pricing and availability information—where to buy.
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#######
For more information on Shuttle’s industry-leading SFF XPCs and XPC Accessories, send mail to shuttlenews@tw.
shuttle.com.

About Shuttle
Established 1983, Shuttle Inc (TAIEX 2405) is the leading designer and manufacturer of small form factor (SFF) com-
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